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Abstract 27 

For over a century, researchers have been trying to understand the relationship 28 

between embryogenesis and regeneration. A long-standing hypothesis is that biological 29 

processes implicated in embryonic development are re-deployed during regeneration. In 30 

the past decade, we have begun to understand the relationships of genes and their 31 

organization into gene regulatory networks (GRN) driving embryonic development and 32 

regeneration in diverse taxa.  33 

Here, we compare embryonic and regeneration GRNs in the same species to 34 

investigate how regeneration re-uses genetic interactions originally set aside for 35 

embryonic development. Analyzing transcriptomic time courses in the sea anemone 36 

Nematostella vectensis, we show that regeneration partially re-uses elements of the 37 

embryonic gene network along with a small cohort of genes that are specifically 38 

activated during the process of regeneration. We further identified co-expression 39 

modules that are either i) highly conserved between these two developmental 40 

trajectories and involved in core biological processes (e.g., terminal differentiation) or ii) 41 

regeneration specific modules that drive cellular events (e.g., apoptosis) unique to 42 

regeneration.  43 

Our global transcriptomic approach suggested that regeneration reactivates 44 

embryonic gene modules following a regeneration-specific network logic. We thus 45 

verified this observation by dissecting the role of MEK/ERK signaling during regeneration 46 

and established a first blueprint of the regeneration GRN in Nematostella. Comparing 47 

the latter to the existing GRN underlying embryogenic development of the same species, 48 

we show that i) regeneration is a partial redeployment of the embryonic GRN, ii) 49 

embryonic gene modules are rewired during regeneration and iii) they are 50 

interconnected to novel down-stream targets, including “regeneration-specific” genes.  51 

 52 

Introduction 53 

Regeneration of cells, tissues, appendages, or even entire body parts is a 54 

widespread yet still rather poorly understood phenomenon in the animal kingdom 1. A 55 

long-standing question in the field of regeneration is whether and to what extent 56 

embryonic gene programs, initially used to build an organism, are re-used during 57 

regeneration 2. Several transcriptomic studies of regeneration in axolotl, anole, zebrafish 58 

and sea anemones have highlighted the importance of the re-deployment of 59 

developmental pathways  3–8. Many studies have directly compared embryonic and 60 
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regenerative gene expression focusing on single or groups of genes, thus identifying i) 61 

genes that are specific to embryonic development (Binari et al. 2013), ii) genes that are 62 

specifically expressed or required during regeneration 9,10, and iii) embryonic genes that 63 

are re-used during regeneration to some extent 11–15. One recent study has addressed 64 

the question by comparing the transcriptional dynamics between post-larval 65 

development and regeneration from dissociated cells in sponges, further highlighting 66 

partial similarities between these two developmental trajectories 16. Another recent study 67 

has investigated the relationship between larval skeleton development and brittle star 68 

arm regeneration with a special emphasis on FGF signaling, revealing that a skeleton 69 

developmental gene regulatory module is re-deployed during regeneration 17. 70 

Investigating the transcriptomic relationship between leg development and regeneration 71 

in a marine arthropod, the authors describe that both processes involve a similar set of 72 

genes, although their temporal relationship appears to be different 18. To date, however, 73 

no large-scale functional comparison between embryonic development and whole-body 74 

regeneration within the same organism has been carried out.  75 

The sea anemone Nematostella vectensis (Cnidaria, Anthozoa) is an embryonic 76 

development and whole-body regeneration model that is ideally suited for this line of 77 

inquiry (Fig. 1A, 19). Nematostella has long been used as a model system to study 78 

embryonic development, evolution of body patterning, and gene regulatory networks 20–79 

25. More recently, Nematostella has emerged as a powerful whole-body regeneration 80 

model as it is capable of re-growing missing body parts in less than a week 8,26–34,32. 81 

Regeneration in Nematostella follows a dynamic but highly stereotypical morphological 82 

and cellular program involving tissue re-modeling and the de novo formation of body 83 

structures (Amiel et al. 2015). Initiation of regeneration requires a crosstalk between 84 

tissues and two populations of fast and slow cycling, potential stem cell populations 32. 85 

While many developmental signaling pathways are deployed during regeneration 86 

8,28,33,34, their regulatory logic remains unknown.  87 

Here, we take advantage of Nematostella to address the historical question to 88 

what extent regeneration recapitulates embryonic development and to decipher 89 

molecular signatures unique to regeneration. In the present study, we performed a 90 

global transcriptomic comparison of embryogenesis and regeneration using deeply 91 

sampled transcriptomic datasets. This approach was combined with a pathway-specific 92 

functional analysis as well as a comparison of the embryonic and regeneration GRNs 93 

within the same species. Overall, this study i) revealed that whole-body regeneration is 94 
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transcriptionally modest in comparison to embryonic development; ii) identified genes, 95 

cellular processes and network modules specific to the process of regeneration; iii) 96 

demonstrated the plasticity of the network architecture underlying two developmental 97 

trajectories; iv) and showed that whole-body regeneration deploys a rewired embryonic 98 

GRN logic to reform lost body parts.  99 

 100 

Results 101 

Regeneration is transcriptionally modest compared to embryonic development  102 

To compare embryogenesis and regeneration on a global transcriptome-wide 103 

scale we employed four RNAseq datasets; one spanning 16 time points of regeneration 104 

34 and three spanning a total of 29 embryonic time points 34–36. In order to directly 105 

compare the data, raw sequencing reads were processed, mapped and quantified using 106 

the same workflow for all datasets (see materials and methods for quantification details). 107 

As the embryonic data were the result of several previous studies, we applied a batch 108 

correction 37 using developmental time-point as a categorical covariate (Fig. S1). To 109 

assess the transcriptomic states underlying embryogenesis we performed principal 110 

component analysis (PCA) on batch corrected embryonic data (Fig. 1B). We found that 111 

the majority of gene expression changes occur during the first day of embryonic 112 

development from cleavage to blastula stage (Fig. 1B, 7 hours post fertilization (hpf) – 113 

24hpf, PC1 proportion of variance 68%; PC2 proportion of variance 20%) indicating 114 

large transcriptomic differences in early embryogenesis. From 96hpf onwards the 115 

samples exhibited modest changes in transcriptional variation suggesting that most 116 

transcriptional dynamics driving embryogenesis is complete by this stage (96hpf-117 

240hpf).  118 

When we examined the regenerative program using PCA (Fig. 1C), we observe 119 

four distinct transcriptional programs: i) a wound-healing phase (0-8hpa) that is followed 120 

by ii) the activation of the early regenerative program (8-20 hours post amputation (hpa) 121 

in which the samples are distributed along the second principal component (PC2 122 

proportion of variance = 24%, Fig. 1C). iii) From 20hpa onwards, the majority of variation 123 

in gene expression is explained by the first principal component during the late 124 

regenerative phase (PC1 proportion of variance = 48%, 20hpa-144hpa, Fig.1C). iv) 125 

Towards the end of regeneration (144hpf), we observe a transcriptomic profile 126 

approaching the uncut samples indicating a return to steady state. These profiles 127 

correlate with the major events of oral regeneration in Nematostella and indicate that our 128 
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sampling strategy effectively covers the major transcriptional hallmarks of regeneration 129 

31. 130 

We next directly compared the transcriptomic variation of regeneration and 131 

embryogenesis using PCA and found that the transcriptional changes during 132 

regeneration were relatively modest compared to those observed during embryogenesis 133 

with the vast majority of variation in the first two principal components being driven by 134 

the embryonic data (PC1 proportion of variance = 67%, PC2 proportion of variance = 135 

16%, Fig 1D). This indicates that the transcriptional dynamics of embryogenesis are 136 

more profound than those of regeneration. This finding was buttressed by comparing the 137 

number of ‘dynamically expressed genes’, those which are significantly differentially 138 

expressed (|log2(fold change)|>2 and false discovery rate < 0.05) at any time point 139 

compared to t0 defined as 0hpa for regeneration and 7hpf (the onset of zygotic 140 

transcription) for embryogenesis. Embryogenesis exhibited more than ten times the 141 

number of dynamically expressed genes compared to regeneration (15610 and 1255 142 

genes respectively, Fig. 1E). These results show that regeneration, when compared to 143 

embryogenesis, employs far fewer dynamic genes to accomplish a similar task: 144 

(re)constructing a functional animal. Of the dynamic genes observed during regeneration 145 

the vast majority (1131 out of 1255) are also dynamically expressed during 146 

embryogenesis, suggesting that regeneration is largely a partial re-use of the embryonic 147 

gene complement (Fig. 1E). 148 

Identification of dynamically expressed genes specific to regeneration 149 

Among the genes dynamically expressed during regeneration, a small fraction, 150 

124 genes, exhibit differential expression only during regeneration which we term 151 

“regeneration specific” (Supplementary table 1). Furthermore, 48 of these genes are 152 

detectable specifically during the regeneration process indicating they are 153 

transcriptionally silent during embryogenesis (Fig. 1F). The remaining 76 genes are 154 

expressed during embryonic development but are not considered dynamic from our 155 

differential expression analysis above (Fig. 1F). Interestingly, several of the 124 156 

“regeneration specific” genes, for example wntless (jgi|Nemve1|100430) and agrin 157 

(jgi|Nemve1|196727), have previously been reported to be important regulators of 158 

regeneration in bilaterians 38,39. Furthermore, among the “regeneration specific” genes, 159 

45 have no known homology in the Uniprot database (BLASTp, e-value cutoff <0.05, see 160 

methods for annotation details), suggesting to be possible taxonomically-restricted 161 

genes. These results indicate not only a possible evolutionary conservation of gene use 162 
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in regeneration, but also identify additional genes that may play important roles 163 

specifically during  whole body regeneration. A gene ontology (GO) term enrichment 164 

analysis on these 124 “regeneration specific” genes, revealed a suite of biological 165 

process GO terms relating to modulation of signaling pathways (e.g. wntless), metabolic 166 

processes and apoptotic cell death, indicating an essential role for these processes in 167 

regeneration (Fig. 1G).  168 

Embryonic gene modules are partially re-deployed during regeneration 169 

In terms of dynamically expressed genes, regeneration uses less than one tenth 170 

the number of genes compared to embryonic development. We were thus interested in 171 

how these genes were deployed and arranged into co-expression networks. We sought 172 

to determine if embryonic gene network modules themselves are reused in a reduced 173 

capacity or if regeneration deploys novel gene module arrangements. To investigate 174 

this, we first used fuzzy c-means clustering to group the genes by expression profile 40. 175 

We regrouped the gene expression profiles into eight embryonic clusters (Fig. 2A) and 176 

nine regeneration clusters (Fig. 2B) 34. To explore these expression clusters (also named 177 

modules), we performed GO-term enrichment for each cluster (Table S1, Table S2) and 178 

examined the clusters at the gene level. We found that modules that were activated 179 

early in both processes (embryogenesis cluster 4, regeneration cluster 6, Fig. 2A,B) 180 

contained several canonical developmental genes: wntA (jgi|Nemve1|91822), lmx 181 

(jgi|Nemve1|95727) and foxA (jgi|Nemve1|165261) in embryonic cluster 4 (Fig. 2Ai) and 182 

tcf (jgi|Nemve1|132332), spr (jgi|Nemve1|29671), and runx (jgi|Nemve1|129231) in  183 

regeneration cluster 6 (Fig. 2Bi).  The early embryonic transcriptional activation of wntA, 184 

lmx and foxA in the endomesoderm / central ring has been previously reported 22,41–43 185 

and confirmed by in situ hybridization at 24hpf (Fig. 2Aii). The spatiotemporal expression 186 

patterns of tcf, spr and runx during regeneration (uncut, 0-60hpa, Fig. 2Bii) confirm the 187 

dynamic expression patterns of these genes as early as 2hpa at the amputation site 188 

(Fig. 2Bii c,c’, c’’). These data also suggest that these genes function as a 189 

synexpression group 44, first activated at the amputation site, then in the mesenteries as 190 

regeneration proceeds. Furthermore, we conclude from this analysis that classical 191 

developmental genes are involved in the early phases of both embryogenesis and 192 

regeneration.  193 

We next analyzed whether the same groups of genes were co-regulated during 194 

embryogenesis and regeneration, by testing if gene expression observed during both 195 

processes were arranged in similar co-expression modules (Fig. 3). We compared 196 
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regeneration and embryonic clusters on a gene-cluster membership basis to identify 197 

significant overlaps. Regeneration clusters with high overlap of a specific embryonic 198 

cluster indicate a shared or re-used network logic since the same suite of genes are 199 

deployed as a bloc in both processes. Regeneration clusters with low overlap to any 200 

single embryonic cluster on the other hand are likely to be de novo genetic 201 

arrangements specific to regeneration.  202 

We found that the majority of the regeneration clusters exhibited significant 203 

overlap with one or more embryonic clusters (Fig. 3A, B). These ‘conserved modules’ 204 

also exhibited high preservation permutation co-clustering zStatistics (Fig 3B; >2 205 

indicating conservation; >10 indicating high conservation; permutations = 1000) 45. 206 

Importantly, we identified two clusters, R-1 and R-6, which exhibited relatively low 207 

overlap with any one embryonic cluster, indicating that these are likely ‘regeneration 208 

specific’ arrangements. When we examined the GO-term enrichment of each cluster, we 209 

found that in general, highly conserved clusters (e.g. R-5) were enriched in GO-terms 210 

corresponding to homeostatic cell processes while lowly conserved regeneration specific 211 

clusters (e.g. R-6) were enriched in GO-terms describing developmental signaling 212 

pathways (Fig. 3A, Supplementary tables 2 & 3). These results suggest that the gene 213 

module arrangements pertaining to core biological functions such as cell proliferation are 214 

common to embryogenesis and regeneration while the gene modules containing 215 

developmental patterning genes are unique to each process.  216 

Two clusters that exemplify these findings are R-5 and R-6. Cluster R-5, a 217 

conserved cluster (zStatistic 6.94) showed strong enrichment of cell-proliferation related 218 

GO-terms (Fig. 3Ciii). When we examined exemplar genes (with intra module 219 

membership scores >0.95) ercc6-like (jgi|Nemve1|110916), rad54B 220 

(jgi|Nemve1|209299), mcm10 (jgi|Nemve1|131857), cyclinB3 (jgi|Nemve1|208415), we 221 

observed co-expression patterns that correlate well to the timing of proliferation 222 

activation during Nematostella regeneration with an activation at 24hpa, a peak at 223 

48hpa, and a taper off thereafter 29,31 (Fig. 3Cii). These exemplar genes are also co-224 

expressed during embryogenesis (cluster E-1, Fig. 3Ci), further demonstrating module 225 

conservation. In contrast to cluster R-6 is specific to regeneration. This module exhibits 226 

strong enrichment of GO-terms relating to apoptosis and developmental signaling 227 

pathways. When we examined 4 exemplar genes tcf (jgi|Nemve1|132332), bax 228 

(jgi|Nemve1|100129), runx (jgi|Nemve1|129231), bcl2 (jgi|Nemve1|215615), we 229 

observed co-expression during regeneration (Fig 3Dii) but divergent profiles during 230 
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embryogenesis (Fig 3Di) indicating that this grouping of genes is indeed ‘regeneration 231 

specific’. These results suggest that modules containing genes responsible for basic 232 

cellular functions are largely re-used and co-expressed between embryogenesis and 233 

regeneration, while those including genes that are important for the activation of 234 

developmental processes have regeneration-specific arrangements. 235 

Apoptosis is specifically required for regeneration in Nematostella 236 

Having observed a strong enrichment for apoptosis related GO-terms in the list of 237 

124 regeneration-specific genes (Fig. 1G) and in the regeneration specific module R-6 238 

(Fig. 3Dii-Diii), we investigated the role of apoptosis during the regenerative process. 239 

Several genes relating to apoptosis, including the regeneration-specific genes bax 240 

(jgi|Nemve1|100129), caspase-3 (jgi|Nemve1|100451), bcl2 (jgi|Nemve1|215615), and 241 

an additional bcl2 (which we term bcl2B, jgi|Nemve1|128814), belong to module R-6 and 242 

are activated shortly after amputation (Fig. 4Ai). Whole mount in situ hybridization for 243 

bax during the first 60 hours post amputation confirm the expression dynamics and 244 

indicates that similar to other genes from the expression cluster R6 (Fig. 2 Bii) it is 245 

activated at the amputation site as early as 2hpa and progressively increases its 246 

expression in the mesenteries in later stages (Fig. 4Aii).   247 

We next performed a time series of TUNEL staining to examine the dynamics of 248 

apoptosis during embryogenesis and regeneration. While only few apoptotic cells can be 249 

observed during embryonic development (data not shown), during regeneration we 250 

observed a burst of apoptotic activity after amputation at the cut site as early as 1.5 hpa 251 

which perdured through 12hpa (Fig. 4Bi, Bii, Fig. S3). At 24hpa apoptotic activity is not 252 

detectable anymore at the wound site but randomly detected throughout the body, and 253 

at 60hpa, increasingly restricted around the mesenteries. Interestingly, this dynamic 254 

TUNEL profile (Fig. 4Bi, Bii) is reminiscent of the bax expression pattern (Fig. 4Aii).  255 

To test whether or not apoptosis is indeed a regeneration specific process we 256 

used the pan-caspase inhibitor Z-VAD 46 to block apoptosis during embryogenesis and 257 

regeneration (Fig 4C, Fig. S4). Nematostella embryos treated continuously with Z-VAD 258 

after fertilization developed normally, showing no developmental defect (Fig. 4Ci) and 259 

metamorphosed on time (not shown). In contrast, regenerating Nematostella treated 260 

continuously with Z-VAD immediately after amputation were blocked in a very early 261 

regenerative stage (stage 0.5), preventing the physical interaction between the fused 262 

oral tip of the mesenteries and the epithelia of the wound site (Fig. 4Cii). Furthermore, 263 

amputated animals treated with ZVAD exhibited little to no cell proliferation, and never 264 
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regenerated the pharynx (first observed by the lack of green autofluorescence at 96hpa, 265 

Fig. 4Cii) or tentacles. This suggests an instructive function of apoptosis necessary for 266 

the induction of cell proliferation and the ensuring of a normal regenerative program (Fig. 267 

4Cii). Thus, the present large-scale intra-species transcriptomic comparison of 268 

embryonic and regeneration datasets has enabled us to determine regeneration specific 269 

genes and processes, strongly suggesting that apoptosis in Nematostella is a 270 

regeneration-specific process.  271 

MEK/ERK signaling is required for the onset of regeneration 272 

Our bioinformatics approach strongly suggests an important rearrangement of 273 

the genetic embryonic program during regeneration. Thus, we sought to functionally 274 

assess this observation by dissecting the MEK/ERK signaling pathway during the onset 275 

of regeneration and comparing the regeneration GRN with the GRN underlying 276 

embryonic development that is partly driven by MEK/ERK signaling 22,47,48. Using a 277 

monoclonal antibody directed against the phosphorylated/activated form of ERK (pERK, 278 

Fig S5A) in uncut animals and during the time course of regeneration, we detected 279 

localized pERK staining as early as 1hpa in the body wall epithelia of the amputation site 280 

as well as the oral tips of the mesenteries (Fig. 5A). After wound-healing (6hpa), this 281 

staining remains localized as regeneration progresses to reach a peak at 48hpa (Fig. 282 

5A). A localized signal is detected in the reforming pharynx (72, 96hpa), after which the 283 

signal begins to be re-detected ubiquitously throughout the body (120, 144hpa), 284 

reminiscent of the staining detected in uncut controls (Fig. 5A).  285 

Continuous treatment of bisected juveniles with the potent MEK inhibitor, UO126 286 

49, prevented activation of pERK in response to injury at the amputation site (Fig. 5B, C, 287 

D, S5B) and blocked regeneration at a very early step (step 0.5) preventing the 288 

reformation of the pharynx and tentacles when compared to 144hpa controls (Fig. 5E). 289 

When treatments were started at 24 or 48hpa, regeneration was blocked at step 2, and 290 

steps 2 and 3, respectively (Fig.5E). When U0126 was added at 72hpa or later time 291 

points, regeneration was completed successfully (steps 3 and 4) as in controls (Fig. 5E). 292 

These results indicate that MEK/ERK signalling is crucial for initiating a regenerative 293 

response (steps 0.5-1) as well as initiating the reformation of lost body parts (steps 2-3). 294 

MEK/ERK signalling has been proposed to be required for wound-healing in 295 

Nematostella 33. Using an in vivo wound-healing assay  31, we determined that inhibition 296 

of MEK/ERK does not block, but delays wound-healing for 2-4 hours (Fig. 5F). To 297 

determine whether this delayed wound-healing is responsible for the arrest in the 298 
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regeneration process, we compared the effects of U0126 treatments starting at 0hpa or 299 

8hpa (i.e. after wound-healing is completed 31) on their capacity to reach step 1. While 300 

the majority of control animals (15/24) reached step 1, U0126 treated animals were 301 

consistently blocked at step 0.5 (Fig. 5G), indicating that regeneration is blocked 302 

independently of the delayed wound-healing process.     303 

 Cell proliferation in Nematostella is activated upon amputation and it is required 304 

for oral regeneration 29,31. To investigate whether MEK/ERK signalling is needed for the 305 

initiation or maintenance of cell proliferation, we treated bisected juveniles at various 306 

time frames (0-24hpa, 24-48hpa, 48-72hpa and 72-96hpa) during regeneration and 307 

quantified the number of cells in S-Phase (EdU+ cells) in the body wall epithelia (Fig. 308 

5H) and the epithelia of the mesenteries (Fig. 5I) at the end of treatment. Surprisingly, 309 

following the same treatment setup as above (Fig, 5G, 0-24hpa, 8-24hpa) we did not 310 

observe any significant variation in cell proliferation between control and treatment in 311 

neither the localization, nor the amount of EdU+ cells (Fig. 5H,I, S6B). When treatments 312 

were applied at later time points (24-48hpa, 48-72hpa, 72-96hpa), the number of 313 

proliferating cells was significantly reduced in all conditions, when compared to the 314 

controls (Fig. 5H,I). Overall, these data indicate that MEK/ERK is not required to initiate, 315 

but rather to sustain cell proliferation during the regeneration process. These 316 

observations further indicate that the premature (step 0.5) arrest of regeneration upon 317 

inhibition of MEK/ERK is not related to cell proliferation but potentially through the 318 

inhibition of morphogenetic movements during the proliferation-independent phase of 319 

regeneration 29,31.   320 

Identification of synexpression groups at the onset of morphogenetic movements 321 

 We next decided to characterize the MEK/ERK-driven GRN underlying whole-322 

body regeneration in Nematostella at 20hpa. This time point was chosen as it 323 

corresponds to the onset of morphogenetic movements (invagination/tissue 324 

reorganization, 31) as well as the likely onset of the regenerative program (Fig. 1C). 325 

Thus, this time point will allow a comparison with the previously defined embryonic GRN 326 

at the onset of the morphogenetic movements of gastrulation 22,47,48. 327 

 To identify potential MEK/ERK downstream targets responsible for launching the 328 

regenerative response we performed a differential gene expression analysis between 0 329 

and 20hpa and identified 2,263 transcripts that were differentially expressed with an at 330 

least 2-fold variation (Table S4). We cross-referenced this list of transcripts with the 331 

genes that are part of the GRN underlying embryonic development 22,47,48 as well as the 332 
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“regeneration-specific” genes identified above (Fig 1). This enabled us to identify 40 333 

genes that are part of the embryonic GRN as well as 40 “regeneration-specific” genes 334 

that were upregulated at the onset of regeneration (Tables S5, S6, S7). From the 40 335 

embryonic GRN genes, 25 have been described as downstream targets of MEK/ERK 336 

signalling 22,47,48, while the expression of 15 are controlled by the canonical Wnt (cWnt) 337 

pathway 22,47,48 at the onset of gastrulation.  338 

 We then performed an in-situ hybridization screen of 26 of these genes that we 339 

regrouped based on their spatial expression profile (Fig. 6Ai). Genes at 20hpa were 340 

either expressed in the Amputation site Ectodermis (AE: wnt2, foxB, wntA Fig. 6Aii a-c), 341 

Amputation site Gastrodermis (AG: wnt7b, nkd1-like, wnt4, fz10, Fig. 6Aii d-g), 342 

Amputation site Gastrodermis + Amputation site Mesenterial Tips (AG/AMT: runt, moxD, 343 

axin-like, twist, wls, Fig.6 Aii h-l; erg, tcf, Fig. 6Cdii,hii), Amputation site Gastrodermis + 344 

Mesenteries (AG/M: sprouty, musk-like, porcupine-like, smad4-like, Fig. 6Aii m-p; carm, 345 

cad, egln1, bax, Fig. 6Ciii-lii), Mesenteries (M, hd50, mae-like, bicaudal-like, k50-5, 346 

pdvegfr-like, fox1, foxD1, mox1, phtf1-like, Fig. 6Aii q-y) and the physa (P, fgfA2, Fig. 347 

6Aii z). Taken together with their temporal expression profiles (Table S5, S6, S7), most 348 

of these genes form synexpression groups, potentially involved in the same biological 349 

process and underlying gene regulatory networks within their respective expression 350 

domains. 351 

Regeneration activates a rewired embryonic gene regulatory network 352 

 To assess whether the above-identified genes are downstream targets of 353 

MEK/ERK during regeneration, we treated animals continuously after sub-pharyngeal 354 

amputation or starting at 8hpa (after wound-healing, Fig. S7) with U0126 and analysed 355 

their gene expression levels by RT-qPCR at 20hpa (Fig. 6B, S7). Strikingly, 19 out of the 356 

25 identified embryonic MEK/ERK downstream targets (Table S5) are downregulated by 357 

U0126 treatments during regeneration (Fig. 6Bi). Similarly, 11 out of the 15 identified 358 

embryonic cWnt downstream targets (Table S6) are also downregulated following U0126 359 

treatment (Fig. 6Bii). Finally, for the “regeneration-specific” pool of genes we only 360 

assessed 26 out of the 40 identified genes (Table S7) of which 19 were downregulated 361 

when MEK/ERK signalling was blocked by U0126 (Fig. 6Biii). We also assessed the 362 

effects of U0126 on erg (inset Fig. 6Bi) and tcf (inset Fig. 6Bii), two transcription factors 363 

that are effectors of MEK/ERK and cWnt, respectively, during embryonic development in 364 

Nematostella 22,47. Interestingly, we observed a reduced expression for erg, suggesting a 365 

negative feedback loop, and a strong down-regulation of tcf under those conditions. In 366 
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situ hybridization of uncut, 20hpa DMSO treated and U0126 treated juveniles for a 367 

subset of these genes (sprouty, runt, mae-like, erg ; twist, foxB, axin-like, tcf ; carm1, 368 

cad, egln1, bax), confirmed the RT-qPCR data (Fig. 6C). This analysis also revealed that 369 

at the onset of regeneration, MEK/ERK signalling controls expression of genes in 370 

several domains of the amputation site, including the AE, AG, AMT and M.  371 

Taken together these data enabled us to propose a first MEK/ERK-dependent 372 

GRN blueprint underlying whole-body regeneration in Nematostella (Fig. 7A). This GRN 373 

indicates the potential direct or indirect downstream targets of MEK/ERK signalling at the 374 

onset of regeneration, that i) belong either to the group of embryonic cWNT or 375 

embryonic MEK/ERK targets and ii) are interconnected with “regeneration-specific” 376 

genes. During embryonic development, at the onset of gastrulation, cWNT activates first 377 

a set of downstream targets that is distinct from the ones controlled in a second phase 378 

by MEK/ERK signalling 47 (Fig. 7B). During regeneration however, MEK/ERK signalling 379 

appears to be activated shortly upon amputation potentially activating the cWNT 380 

pathway in a second phase (Fig. 7B). This functional approach thus confirmed the 381 

observation resulting from our cluster comparison (Fig. 3) suggesting that the GRN 382 

underlying regeneration follows a regeneration-specific network logic. This newly 383 

established network logic integrates distinct embryonic network modules (MEK/ERK and 384 

cWNT) and regeneration-specific elements to rapidly reform lost body parts (Fig. 7B).  385 

 386 

Discussion 387 

Regeneration is transcriptionally modest compared to embryonic development. 388 

In this work we used whole genome transcriptomic profiling to identify shared 389 

embryonic and regeneration-specific gene signatures. Comparing dynamically 390 

expressed genes in both processes, this approach revealed that regeneration is 391 

transcriptionally modest compared to embryogenesis (Fig. 1). This might be considered 392 

in contrast to a recent study carried out in sponges that showed that a similar number of 393 

genes is dynamically expressed during regeneration and post-larval development 16 394 

However, it is important to point out that our study included early developmental stages 395 

and not only those following larval development, therefore covering a larger set of 396 

developmental processes.  This might be the reason underlying the drastic difference of 397 

transcriptional dynamics between embryonic development and regeneration in 398 

Nematostella. We therefore favour the interpretation that regeneration only partially re-399 

activates the embryonic program in response to the amputation stress, reflecting the 400 
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largely differentiated cellular environment of the injury site. Interestingly, this is also 401 

confirmed by the findings that genes associated with the embryonic MEK/ERK (25/88) 402 

and cWNT (15/33) GRN modules are only partially re-deployed during regeneration 403 

(Table S3, S4) 22,47.   404 

Apoptosis is a and regeneration-specific process. 405 

This global comparison of genes dynamically expressed during embryonic 406 

development and regeneration revealed a set of genes whose expression dynamics are 407 

specific to regeneration and includes genes associated with apoptosis (Fig. 1). Similarly, 408 

by comparing embryonic and regenerative gene expression modules, we identified a 409 

gene module deployed early in regeneration that involves apoptosis (Fig. 3). These 410 

genes belong to so-called pro- (e.g. bax, caspase-3) and anti- (e.g. bcl2, bcl2b) 411 

apoptotic factors, highlighting the importance of a fine-balanced regulation of programed 412 

cell death during regeneration. However, the origin of the cells and whether those factors 413 

are activated in the same or neighboring cells remains to be elucidated.  414 

Apoptosis has initially been associated with late developmental processes such as 415 

digit formation in mammalians 50 and tail regression during metamorphosis in ascidians 416 

51. Following injury, apoptosis-induced proliferation plays also an important role in tissue 417 

repair and regeneration in various metazoans including the freshwater polyp Hydra, 418 

planarians, Drosophila and Zebrafish 52. Using Z-VAD, a pharmacological pan-caspase 419 

inhibitor, classically used to block apoptosis in a variety of research models 53, we show 420 

that apoptosis is a cellular process specific to whole body regeneration in Nematostella, 421 

when compared to embryonic development (Fig. 4). When apoptosis is blocked, tissue-422 

contact between the mesenteries and the amputation site as well as proliferation are 423 

prevented. While the observed effects might be caused by off-target effects of Z-VAD, 424 

very few Tunel positive cells are observed at the amputation site treated animals 425 

supporting the idea that Z-VAD is effectively inhibiting apoptosis in Nematostella. Thus, 426 

we conclude that not only the classically described “destructive” function, but also the 427 

“instructive” function of apoptosis 54 are required to trigger a fine-tuned regenerative 428 

response in Nematostella. While apoptosis might be important for regeneration in 429 

general, the regeneration-specific role of apoptosis we highlight in this study, may 430 

represent a process common to all whole-body regenerators. Thus, regeneration is a 431 

partial re-use of the embryonic genetic programs but with important differences in its 432 

activation, which in the case of Nematostella, depends on apoptotic signals.  433 
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Distinct implications of MEK/ERK signalling during regeneration. 434 

To experimentally verify the outcome of our global comparative cluster analysis and 435 

the prediction that the regeneration GRN follows a reshuffled network logic, we focussed 436 

on the MEK/ERK signalling pathway. Like a variety of other metazoans including Hydra, 437 

planarians, zebrafish and other and vertebrates 55–59 this signalling pathway seems not 438 

required for wound-healing but is crucial for regeneration in Nematostella (Fig. 5). In fact, 439 

we found that MEK/ERK signalling is essential for tissue remodelling, initiating the 440 

regeneration GRN and maintaining (not activating) proliferation. Importantly, these 441 

results are in line with our previous observations describing proliferation-independent 442 

(wound-healing and initiation of regeneration up to stage 1) and proliferation-dependent 443 

phases (reformation or lost body parts) of the wound-healing/regeneration process in 444 

Nematostella 31. Further analysis of the upstream activator of MEK/ERK and the 445 

downstream effectors in each context will contribute to have a better understanding of 446 

how this single pathway is reused in multiple regenerative contexts. 447 

MEK/ERK signalling has been shown to activate programmed cell death (apoptosis) 448 

in Hydra, causing the release of Wnt3 and the induction of cellular proliferation at the 449 

amputation site 60,61. In a similar manner in Nematostella, puncture 33 or sub-pharyngeal 450 

amputation (this study) induces apoptosis shortly after injury. However, inhibiting 451 

MEK/ERK signalling in Nematostella in either of the two wounding conditions has no 452 

visible effects on the injury-induced activation of apoptosis 33 (data not shown). These 453 

observations highlight that MEK/ERK signalling in Nematostella acts independently of 454 

apoptosis. This is in line with our results showing that apoptosis is necessary for the 455 

onset of proliferation, while MEK/ERK is not required for the onset but the maintenance 456 

of proliferation during regeneration (Fig. 5). While this observation is different from Hydra 457 

60,61, it is strikingly like what has been observed in planarians 55–59suggesting a 458 

conserved apoptosis-independent role of MEK/ERK to initiate and maintain the 459 

regeneration program following wound-healing. Further studies using additional whole 460 

body regeneration models are required to gain additional insight into the evolution of the 461 

role(s) of MEK/ERK signalling in launching the reformation of lost body parts. 462 

Regeneration deploys a novel network logic to activate the regenerative process. 463 

In the present study we used a combination of an unbiased large-scale 464 

bioinformatics approach and a signalling pathway targeted approach to compare 465 

embryonic development and regeneration at the gene regulatory level. Doing so, we 466 

suggest and experimentally confirm that the regeneration GRN is a partial and reshuffled 467 
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redeployment of embryonic GRN modules interconnected with regeneration-specific 468 

elements (Fig. 7). In fact, during embryonic development cWNT and MEK/ERK activate 469 

a distinct set of downstream targets 22,47,48, while during regeneration MEK/ERK 470 

signalling is able to activate not only embryonic MEK/ERK targets but also embryonic 471 

cWNT as well as “regeneration-specific” genes. At this stage, we cannot provide details 472 

on the nature of the regulatory inputs (direct or indirect) of the effector of MEK/ERK on 473 

these downstream targets, thus further studies looking at chromatin accessibility during 474 

regeneration are required. This is particularly important to identify regeneration-specific 475 

enhancers 62,63 that may stimulate a regenerative response in tissues that have lost this 476 

capacity. A recent study assessing the latter during regeneration in the acoel Hofstenia 477 

miamia has revealed that the transcription factor Egr (Early growth response) is 478 

activated early upon injury and controls the expression of a large set of downstream 479 

targets 64. While Egr may play a similar role in planarians 65 and potentially in sea stars 480 

65, its expression pattern in Nematostella (NvERTx.4.69506, nvertx.ircan.org) does not 481 

support an evolutionarily conserved regeneration-induction function in cnidarians. 482 

However, another transcription factor, runx/runt 55,64,65, this study) might be a conserved 483 

key player at the onset of regeneration within metazoans (ex. Sea star, acoel, Hydra, 484 

Nematostella), whose expression in response to injury is regulated by MEK/ERK 485 

signalling. 486 

The combination of comparative transcriptional profiling and signaling pathway 487 

based functional assays shown in this study, clearly highlights the utility in considering 488 

not just individual gene use but how those genes are arranged into co-expression and 489 

gene regulatory modules. The identification of expression clusters along with a set of 490 

“regeneration-specific” genes provide valuable information to identify, in the future, 491 

regeneration-specific enhancers that drive injury-induced expression. Further studies, 492 

especially those comparing the activation of the regeneration GRNs across species, will 493 

provide novel insight into our understanding of why certain organisms can regenerate 494 

while others cannot. Furthermore, identification of key elements involved in re-495 

deployment of signaling pathways can unlock hidden regenerative potential in poorly 496 

regenerating organisms. 497 

 498 

Materials and Methods 499 

Animal culture, spawning, embryo rearing, and amputation 500 
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Adult Nematostella vectensis were cultured at 16°C in the dark in 1/3 strength artificial 501 

sea water (ASW) as previously described 47. The day before spawning animals were fed 502 

with oysters and were then transferred to a light table for 12 hours. Embryos were 503 

cultured at 18°C in the dark in 1/3 strength ASW until desired timepoint. Regeneration 504 

experiments were performed using six weeks-old juveniles raised at 22°C in the dark in 505 

1/3 strength artificial sea water (ASW) as previously described 31.  506 

RNA extraction, sequencing, read mapping and quantification 507 

RNA from ~250 embryos was extracted as previously described at 24, 48, 72, 96, 508 

120,144, 168, 172, and 196hpf in duplicate 34. Additionally, RNA from ~350 six weeks-509 

old juveniles was extracted as previously described at uncut, 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 510 

36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120, and 144 hours post amputation in triplicate 34. Detailed methods 511 

of the RNAseq methodology can be found in 34 and are described briefly in Suppl. 512 

Information 1.  513 

Identification of regeneration specific genes and GO-term enrichment 514 

For each dataset we calculated differential expression for each Nemve1 gene model 515 

using edgeR and comparing each time point to t0 (t0= 7hpf Helm and Fischer dataset; 516 

24hpf Warner dataset; and 0hpa for the regeneration dataset) 34–36. We define a 517 

significantly differentially expressed gene as having an absolute log2(Fold Change) > 2 518 

and a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05. These differentially expressed gene lists were 519 

compared to identify overlapping and regeneration specific genes. GO term enrichment 520 

of the regeneration specific gene list was calculated using a Fisher’s exact test and the 521 

R package topGO on the GO terms identified from comparing the Nemve1 gene models 522 

to the UniProt databases Swissprot and Trembl using the BLASTx like program PLASTx 523 

(evalue cutoff 5e-5) 66. All identified GO terms were used as a background model. The 524 

resulting GO term list was reduced and plotted using a modified R script based on 525 

REVIGO 67. 526 

Embryonic versus Regeneration dataset comparison: Principal component analysis, 527 

Fuzzy c-means clustering and cluster conservation 528 

The ensuing analyses were performed using log2(cpm+1) transformed gene-level 529 

quantification (Nemve1 filtered gene models). The expression profiles for each Nemve1 530 

gene model were clustered using the R package mFuzz 40 on the combined embryonic 531 

dataset and the regeneration dataset separately. The cluster number was set to 9 for the 532 

regeneration data and 8 for the embryonic datasets as these numbers produced well-533 
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separated clusters with minimal overlap (Fig. S2) and represent the inflection point at 534 

which the centroid distance between clusters did not significantly decrease with the 535 

addition of new clusters (Fig. S2). Genes that did not have a membership score above 536 

0.75 were considered noise and designated as cluster 0. Cluster overlap was calculated 537 

for genes that were detectable in both datasets using the function overlapTable from the 538 

R package WGCNA using the regeneration cluster assignments as the reference set. A 539 

zStatistic of cluster preservation was also calculated using the function 540 

coClustering.permutationTest from the WGCNA package using the regeneration cluster 541 

assignments as the reference set and 1000 permutations. 542 

In situ hybridization 543 

Whole mount in situ hybridization was performed as previously described 68.  544 

Apoptotic cell death staining 545 

After relaxing Nematostella polyps in MgCl2 for 10-15 minutes, animals were fixed in 4% 546 

paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences # 15714) in 1/3 ASW during 1 hour at 547 

22°C or overnight at 4°C. Fixed animals were washed three times in PBT 0.5% (PBS1x 548 

+ Triton 0.5%). To detect cell death the “In Situ Cell Death AP kit” (Roche, 549 

#11684809910) was used. The manufacturer protocol was modified as described in 550 

Suppl. Information 1.  551 

Pharmaceutical drug treatments to block apoptotic cell death and MEK inhibition. 552 

Apoptotic cell death was blocked using the pan-caspase inhibitor Z-VAD-FMK (named 553 

ZVAD throughout the manuscript, #ALX-260-020-M001, Enzo Life Sciences Inc, 554 

Farmingdale, NY, USA). A stock solution at 10mM in DMSO was prepared for Z-VAD, 555 

kept at -20°C and diluted in 1/3 ASW at a final concentration of 10µM or 50µM prior to 556 

each experiment (Fig. S4). Each Z-VAD treatment was performed in a final volume of 557 

500µl 1/3 ASW in a 24 well plate using the adequate controls (1/3 ASW or 0.1% DMSO 558 

in 1/3 ASW). Reagents were changed every 24h to maintain activity for the duration of 559 

the experiments. Phosphorylation/activation of ERK was prevented using the MEK 560 

inhibitor, U0126 (Sigma U120-1MG). A stock of 10 mM in DMSO was prepared and 561 

stored and -20ºC. Each treatment with U0126 were performed with a final concentration 562 

of 10 μM in 1/3 ASW. Treatments were carried the same way as ZVAD treatments. 563 

Imaging the effect of U0126 treatments during regeneration 564 
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Regenerating Nematostella polyps were fixed as described above. For morphologically 565 

characterizing the regeneration step, we followed the protocol described in 31and briefly 566 

described in Suppl. Information 1.  567 

Protein extraction and western blotting 568 

Protein extracts were obtained from 15 adults per replicate and each experiment was 569 

performed in triplicate. Details on the protocols and kits used for protein extraction and 570 

western blotting are described in Suppl. Information 1.  571 

RT-qPCR 572 

RNA Extraction and RT-qPCR were performed following the protocol from 22 and briefly 573 

detailed in Suppl. Information 1, using 160 juveniles for each of the three replicates.  574 

 575 
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 611 

Figure 1: Comparison of embryonic and regenerative transcriptomes. (A) General 612 
morphology of Nematostella during embryonic development and regeneration (black; f-613 
actin/Phalloidin, red; nuclei/DAPI). Dashed line: amputation site, ten - tentacles, pha – 614 
pharynx, mes – mesenteries, bco – body column. (B) Principal component analysis 615 
(PCA) of three embryonic datasets: 34–36. Plot legend indicates timepoint and dataset 616 
(Fischer et al.: F, Helm et al.:(H) and Warner et al.:(W). Most of the variation is observed 617 
in the first 24 hours of development. (C) PCA of regeneration dataset sampled at Uncut 618 
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(UC), 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 96, 120, 144 hpa. Regeneration proceeds 619 
through a wound-healing phase (0-8 hpa) followed by the early regenerative program 620 
(12-36 hpa) and ending with a late regenerative program which approaches the uncut 621 
condition (48-144 hpa). (D) PCA of embryonic versus regeneration samples. 622 
Embryogenesis (blue) exhibits far greater transcriptomic variation than regeneration 623 
(red). (E) Comparison of differentially expressed (|log2(FC)| >2 & FDR < 0.05 for any 624 
timepoint comparison against t0 where t0 = 7hpf for embryogenesis and 0hpa for 625 
regeneration) ‘dynamic’ genes during embryogenesis (blue) and regeneration (green). 626 
(F) Details of the regeneration specific genes expression and classification. (G) GO term 627 
enrichment for dynamic regeneration genes.  628 

  629 
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 630 

 631 

Figure 2: Embryonic and Regenerative gene expression forms discrete clusters. 632 
(A, B) Fuzzy c-means clustering of embryonic (A) and regeneration (B) gene 633 
expression. Each cluster is plotted with standardized expression along the y-axis and 634 
developmental time along the x-axis. Black trace denotes the cluster core (centroid). (Ai-635 
Aii) Exemplar gene expression from a cluster activated early during embryogenesis in 636 
the cluster E-4. wntA, lmx, foxA are temporally co-expressed (Ai) and in situ 637 
hybridization at 24hpf confirms early activation of this gene cluster (Aii). (Bi-Bii) 638 
Exemplar gene expression from a cluster activated in the early regenerative program. 639 
tcf, spr, runx are all activated early in the cluster R-6 and are temporally co-expressed 640 
(Bi) and in situ hybridization during regeneration confirms early activation and the 641 
expression dynamics of this gene cluster (Bii). Scale bar: 20µm 642 

 643 
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 644 

 645 

Figure 3: Embryonic gene modules are partially redeployed during regeneration. 646 
(A) Overlap table of regeneration versus embryonic modules. In each cell, the overlap 647 
itself is quantified along with the pvalue (fischers exact test). Color indicates –648 
log10(pvalue), with a brighter magenta indicating a more significant overlap. R-0 and E-0 649 
contain genes that are not assigned to any module. (B) Table indicating the size, and the 650 
co-clustering zStatistic. A zStatistic >2 (*) indicates moderate module conservation, >10 651 
(**) high conservation > 30 (***) very high conservation). (C) The conserved module R-5 652 
with exemplar genes (ercc6, rad54B, mcm10, cyclinB3) showing coexpression during 653 
embryogenesis (Ci) and regeneration (Cii). GO-term enrichment identifies terms 654 
associated with cell proliferation (Ciii). (D) The regeneration specific module R-6 with 655 
exemplar genes (tcf, bax, runx, and bcl2) showing co-expression during regeneration 656 
(Di) but divergent expression during embryogenesis (Dii). GO-term enrichment identifies 657 
terms associated with apoptosis and wnt signaling (Diii). 658 

 659 
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 660 

Figure 4: Apoptosis is required for regeneration, not embryogenesis. (Ai) 661 
Apoptosis genes (bax, caspase3, bcl2, and bcl2B) found in the regeneration specific 662 
module R-6 are activated transcriptionally early in response to injury. (Aii) 663 
Spatiotemporal expression pattern of bax during the first 60 hours post amputation by 664 
whole mount in situ hybridization. (Bi) TUNEL staining (white dots) in uncut controls and 665 
during regeneration (1.5hpa – 60hpa). The yellow dashed line indicates the outline of the 666 
polyp with the oral part / amputation site to the top. The red bar highlights the amputation 667 
site with increased TUNEL+ cells and the yellow patch indicates the tissues that link the 668 
mesenteries to the endodermal layer of the body wall (patch define by the white 669 
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discontinued line). The yellow dashed line indicates the sub-pharyngeal amputation 670 
plane, the red arrow designates the amputation site epithelia devoid of TUNEL+ cells. 671 
(Bii) Cell count and ratio of TUNEL positive cells (TUNEL+) detected at the amputation 672 
site vs the entire body. n indicates the number of analyzed animals. (Ci) Treatment with 673 
the pan-caspase inhibitor ZVAD does not affect embryonic development (48hpf). Planula 674 
larvae are stained with Phalloidin (f-actin in white) and DAPI (nuclei in turquoise). Insets 675 
corresponds to cross-sections of the Planula showing that the internal organization of 676 
the tissues is unaffected by ZVAD. (Cii) Conversely zVAD treatment blocks regeneration 677 
at an early stage. In ZVAD treated amputated polyp: TUNEL staining (1.5hpa: TUNEL, 678 
white, the dashed line indicates the region where the amputation plane was) is inhibited, 679 
cell proliferation (48hpa: Edu, red. Yellow arrow indicates a depression at the amputation 680 
site and the orange arrow the contact between the mesenteries and the amputation site 681 
epithelia) is also strongly reduced and auto-fluorescence of the pharynx does not re-682 
emerge (96hpa: 488, green - white arrow) indicating a failure of regeneration in those 683 
conditions. The morphology of zVAD treated amputated polyp at 144hpa (144hpa: DAPI, 684 
blue) shows lack of pharynx and tentacles, as well as the absence of the contact 685 
between the mesenteries and the epithelia of the amputation site indicating an early 686 
inhibition of the regeneration event.  687 
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 688 

Figure 5: Inhibition of ERK phosphorylation by UO126 is required for regeneration. 689 
(A) Immunohistochemistry using and anti-pERK antibody revealing the 690 
activated/phosphorylated form of ERK (green) in uncut and regenerating polyps from 1 691 
hpa to 144 hpa (counterstaining: DAPI). (B) Schematic representation of the various 692 
U0126 treatments that were applied during different windows of time during regeneration 693 
in the subsequent experiments. Polyps were fixed at the end of each treatments and 694 
analyzed. (C) Immunohistochemistry and Western blot (D) using and anti-pERK antibody 695 
(green) at various moments during regeneration in the absence or presence of the MEK 696 
inhibitor U0126 (Control condition: DMSO). In addition to anti-pERK, anti-tERK (total 697 
ERK) and anti-alpha-tubulin antibodies were used as controls for the western blot (D). 698 
(E) Phenotypic analysis resulting from UO126 treatments. The plot represents the 699 
regeneration step (x-axis) the treated polyps are in and the y-axis indicates the duration 700 
of U0126 treatments. 0.5 indicates the step following wound healing. The size of the dots 701 
and the blue shades represents the number of individuals per step and the percentage 702 
of polyps per treatment per step, respectively. (F) Diagram of results obtained from the 703 
compression/wound healing assays comparing UO126 treated polyps (red bars) during 704 
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the first 10 hours of regeneration to DMSO controls (blue bars). (G) Confocal stacks of 705 
regenerating polyps counterstained with DAPI (cyan) focused at the mesenteries at 20 706 
hpa after a 0-20 or 8-20 hpa treatment with UO126 and the dotplot shows the distribution 707 
of polyps between steps 0.5 and 1 according to the treatments. (H-I) Number of EdU+ 708 
cells (green) per polyps in the body wall epithelium (H) and the mesenteries (I), 709 
respectively. The x-axis shows the various 24 hours windows of treatment with UO126 710 
(blue dots) or DMSO (red dots) and the y-axis show the number of EdU+ cells per polyp, 711 
represented by single dots (student t-test p.value <0.01). 712 

  713 
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 714 

 715 

Figure 6: Identification and characterization of MEK/ERK downstream targets 716 

during regeneration. 717 

(Ai) Schematic representation of the various expression domains (LAE – lateral 718 
amputation site ectodermis, AE - amputation site ectodermis , AG – amputation site 719 
gastrodermis, AMT – amputation site mesenterial tips, M - Mesenteries and P - physa) 720 
characterizing the regenerating polyp as revealed by whole-mount in situ hybridization at 721 
20 hpa. (Aii) in situ hybridization expression patterns of indicated genes transcriptionally 722 
up regulated at 20hpa. The colored rectangles surrounding the brightfield images, 723 
correspond to the expression pattern color code indicated in (Ai). The number in each 724 
panel indicates the total number of polyps with the represented pattern. (Bi-Biii) RT-725 
qPCR analysis at 20 hpa comparing DMSO and UO126 treated polyps with genes 726 
identified as being transcriptionally upregulated at 20hpa. The analyzed genes 727 
corresponds either to (Bi) “embryonic MEK/ERK targets”, Bii) embryonic cWNT targets”, 728 
or (Biii) to regeneration-specific genes (Biii). The bold green line in each panel indicates 729 
genes that were at least 2-fold downregulated by U0126 treatments, while the bold red 730 
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line indicates genes unaffected by the inhibition of MEK/ERK signaling during 731 
regeneration. The inserts indicate the RT-qPCR for erg (Bi) and tcf (Bii), the potential 732 
effectors of the MEK/ERK and cWNT pathways respectively. Genes with a star were 733 
further analyzed by whole mount in situ hybridization following U0126 treatments (C). 734 
The 1st row corresponds to uncut DMSO treated controls with the amputation site 735 
indicated in dashed orange lines. The 2nd row corresponds to DMSO treated controls at 736 
20hpa and the 3rd row are UO126 treated regenerating polyps fixed at the same time 737 
(20hpa). Numbers indicate the ratio of polyps with the shown expression pattern / total 738 
polyps.  739 

  740 
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 741 

 742 

Figure 7: Blueprint of the MEK/ERK-dependent GRN underlying the onset of 743 
regeneration. (A) schematic representation of the MEK/ERK dependent gene regulatory 744 
network module at the onset of regeneration (20hpa). Colors of the boxes represent the 745 
expression patterns as shown in Fig. 6A. Genes are placed within this GRN according to 746 
their expression patterns in either one or several boxes. Solid lines indicate functional 747 
evidence that MEK/ERK signaling controls expression of the downstream target 748 
obtained by RT-qPCR and verified by in situ hybridization. No assumption on whether 749 
theses interactions are direct or indirect is made. (B) Global summary representing the 750 
results of the current study comparing the GRN underlying embryonic development and 751 
regeneration, highlighting that a rewired embryonic gene regulatory network 752 
interconnected with regeneration-specific elements is required to reform missing body 753 
parts following oral amputation in Nematostella.  754 

 755 

  756 
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